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Whether you are building a fi ber network across a city, campus or neighborhood,

AFL can make FTTH easy for you.
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A. Fiber Management & Optical Connectivity
B. Fiber Distribution Hub
C. Indoor Gateway
D. Splice & Test Equipment
E. Distribution & Pedestal Closures
F. Fiber Splice Closures

G. Hardened Gateway
H. Drop Cable
I. Video Receiver
J. Ethernet Solutions
K. Triple-Play Headend
L. Loose Tube & MicroCore® Cables

From creation of the business case to supply of end-to-end passive infrastructure and
FTTH electronics (GPON, GEPON, Point-to-Point and RF/IP Video), AFL has the proven expertise and products

to get your customers connected.
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Editor’s Letter
Fiber: The Low-Risk Choice
Larger real estate developers, property owners and managers are 
embracing fiber-to-the-premises technology in ever-increasing 
numbers. But as I report on fiber adoption around the country and 
around the world, I am struck by how many smaller developers regard 
fiber as the experimental, expensive, risky choice.

In fact, however, fiber is hardly experimental. The technology has 
been deployed in the field, mainly for city-to-city communication and 
for urban communications backbones, for more than 20 years. It has 
been deployed in volume in DSL and all the way to businesses and 
homes for a decade. 

There’s a staggering variety of fiber and fiber cable available to 
meet every construction need. There are internationally recognized 
standards for fire rating and for resistance to heat, cold and moisture. 
There are standards for connectors, hubs and all the other items 
necessary to make an optical network “shine.”

Fiber simplifies new construction because it takes up less room 
than copper, and is naturally immune to lightning and external signal 
interference. The cost of materials is about equal to copper, and 
maintenance costs tend to be lower.

Perceived Barriers
For smaller developers, there are two barriers to fiber deployment. 

The first is a matter of mindset – they’re not sure they will really need 
the bandwidth that fiber has to offer. 

It is hard to fully comprehend the exponential growth in bandwidth 
needs unless you are in the bandwidth business, or unless you have 
a teenager. Over the long term, bandwidth demand has grown a 
thousandfold every seven to nine years. In 1988 the national Internet 
backbone transmitted 1.5 Mbps. That’s a typical DSL speed to a 
single home today. YouTube, which did not exist until February 2005, 
uses more bandwidth than the entire Internet did in 2000. In 1994, 
the desktop computer in my home had a 2 GB hard drive. Now my 
digital camera uses 2 GB memory cards the size of postage stamps. 
My phone has one the size of the nail on my little finger. In 1998, 
Wal-Mart had a 6 terabyte data storage facility – the largest in the US 
outside of the federal government. Mine, today, is 3 TB.

The second barrier is the matter of local contractor talent. Until 
recently, a fiber system had to be carefully engineered, while a coax 
system could be ordered almost overnight from a local contractor. 
But now, the talent pool is expanding exponentially, too. Some 200 
colleges are retraining technicians and engineers to deploy fiber, and 
the number grows daily.

Future-Proofing
HDTV alone is pushing household demand to 20 Mbps – every home 
will soon have multiple sets. And higher-resolution TV is just a few 
years away.

Only 100 years ago, some US homes were being built without indoor 
plumbing, central heat or electricity. Those homes soon suffered in the 
marketplace. So will YOUR properties, unless they contain the fiber 
necessary to carry the bandwidth people will want in just a few years. 
In fact, significant sectors of the market want that bandwidth NOW. 
Why ignore them, when the cost of fiber is so low?

Why take the huge risk of doing so?

Steven S. Ross
Editor-in-Chief
Broadband Properties Magazine
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FTTH Market Update

Overview of North American FTTH
Michael Render - President, RVA Market 
Research

Fiber-to-the-Home (FTTH) in North America continues to grow 
at a dynamic rate – roughly doubling every year. As of April 
1, 2007 there were nearly 8 million homes passed in North 
America and over 1 million connected.

FTTH now serves just over 1% of all homes in the United 
States.

The forces of FTTH market growth are diverse. Telephone 
giant Verizon accounts for roughly two thirds of the growth, 
but nearly 350 other providers comprise the rest. These other 
providers range from large telephone companies to small 
independent telephone companies, municipalities, competitive 
providers, and new housing developers. Many of the small 
rural telephone companies have been particularly active in 
FTTH, including several who are completely replacing their old 
copper networks.

To date, most of the FTTH deployment has been in the United 
States, but growth in Canada, Mexico and the Caribbean is 
now accelerating.

While much of the FTTH installed to date has been in existing 
neighborhoods, FTTH has been growing dramatically in 
greenfield new housing developments. FTTH is especially 
prolific in large master planned housing developments – 
large developments usually representing over 1,000 homes. 
It is expected that over 25% of the homes built in such 
developments in 2007 will be served with FTTH, and over 60% 
of homes built in brand new master planned communities 
breaking ground in 2007 will have FTTH. FTTH use in smaller 
subdivisions is also increasing rapidly.

Based on a nationwide consumer survey, FTTH consumers 
feel significantly more satisfied than those using other types of 
broadband. FTTH is also perceived to add nearly $5,000 to the 
value of a home. This consumer value will no doubt increase 
as applications that only FTTH bandwidth can support begin 
to appear. FTTH is now firmly established, and the future looks 
even more exciting.
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Beyond the Glass
The YRT2™ Technology Concierge

to turn on service. Service is turned on before the customer 
moves in. Finally, YRT2 is onsite to take the customers 
through their house and train them on how to use their 
various new gadgets and services. For the new resident, the 
move is stress-free, and services are up and running when 

they move in. 

So, how do they do it? 
YRT2 builds and owns the network, 
and provides voice, data, video, 
and security services. The voice 
services are provided over YRT2’s 
Class-5 Softswitch, and the internet 
backbone is handled out of their 
ISP and Data Center division. 
The softswitch enables standard 
telephone services, as well as all 
the bells and whistles associated 
with Digital Telephone service. The 
equipment used in the home enables 
the use of either IP or traditional 
telephone headsets, so the customer 
doesn’t need to learn new technology 
if they wish to stay with their trusty 
home telephone. The voice service 
equipment is backed up by a UPS. 

Video services are provided through 
DIRECTV®, enabling residents to receive various pay-per-
view packages, such as NFL Sunday Ticket®, NASCAR 
HotPass®, and also an industry-leading HD channel lineup 
to be launched late in 2007. YRT2 has also found that 
their customer base is interested in the wide range of 
international programming offered by DIRECTV. 

The DIRECTV delivery technologies, either over RF or IP, also 
significantly minimize the size and expense of the headend. 
Whereas a comparable traditional headend may cost 
hundreds of thousands or millions of dollars, a DIRECTV® 
headend is significantly less expensive. Instead of racks 

New homeowners in the Carolinas can enjoy a hassle-free 
moving experience, at least as far as their communications 
services are concerned, by working with YRT2 Inc., “Your 
Residential Technology Team.”

Established in the late 1990s 
as a company focused on 
inside wiring, YRT2 has grown 
into a full-scale, fiber-based, 
quadruple-play provider (voice, 
data, video, security), including 
inside wiring and technology 
concierge services, expanding 
its operations to include multiple 
cities throughout the Carolinas. 
These areas are growing 
rapidly, but there is significant 
competition for the new home 
buyer’s dollar. 

YRT2 enables a development 
to be more marketable in many 
ways. All services are delivered 
over dedicated fiber networks, 
enabling today’s services and 
providing an inexpensive path 
for upgrading the network for 
tomorrow’s services. Residents 
in a YRT2-enabled communities know that their homes 
are “future-proofed” for telecommunications capacity, in 
many cases enabling them to enhance their quality of life 
by moving to a more desirable location and telecommuting 
to work. Various local and national development companies 
understand the value proposition and are served by YRT2, 
including Great Southern Homes and D.R. Horton. Especially 
in a slow nationwide real estate market, YRT2’s developer 
partners understand the value provided by supplying 
essential telecommunication services and infrastructure at a 
higher level than what’s traditionally been available. 

YRT2 takes this service to the next level by providing a 
“Technology Concierge” service. This service starts when 
the homeowner is picking out the specifics for his or 
her home. This means that the same level of attention is 
given to the home network and electronics as is given to 
the countertops. This may be as simple as assisting the 
homeowner through the maze of HDTV technology choices, 
or as complex as installing a full home-automation system 
or top-end home theatre. All houses are pre-wired with 
generous numbers of drops of the latest technology. Once 
the home is built, there’s no waiting from 8:00 to 5:00 on 
multiple days for the cable company and telephone company 
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Greenfield FTTH - Beyond the Glass (continued)

been key in allowing us to provide world-beating services 
at a significantly lower total system cost than we’ve found 
anywhere else,” said Taylor Jones, CTO of YRT2. 

The passive plant usually consists of one handhole for 
every 12 customers, and the splicing and drops for all 
customers are usually installed when the first customer 
asks for service. Drops for homes that have not been built 
are run to the edge of the lot and stored for future use. 
Provisioning these services has become a snap. The FTTH 
drop cable is run inside a pre-installed duct to a box placed 
between the studs in the house. When the installer comes 
to the house, he or she provisions the equipment in the 
box, dials a number and the latest software is downloaded 
to the box. The service is then provisioned and is available 
for the “Technology Concierge” to complete the property 
walkthrough with the new resident. 

All of this technology doesn’t mean anything if customers 
aren’t pleased, and YRT2 can point to satisfied customers 
throughout the Carolinas. As one satisfied customer said, 
“Everyone at YRT2 was very helpful during the orientation 
and after we moved in, and the most unique aspect of our 
YRT2 experience has been the people we have dealt with. All 
service issues were handled with courtesy, whether it was 
the person on the phone, or the service rep that came to the 
house…everyone was super! We never had to wait, and the 
response to every issue was handled immediately.” 

As one might expect, with that type of customer experience, 
YRT2 has had a great response to its service offerings and 
“lights up” multiple new communities each quarter. The 
future continues to look bright as they light up one happy 
customer at a time. 

of equipment with individual receivers and modulators for 
each channel, the digital service is received from a small, 
inconspicuous satellite dish, piped through a few pieces of 
equipment and distributed digitally out to each customer, 
where the signals are ultimately received by either an RF or 
IP-based set-top box and are transmitted to the television. 
The infrastructure is transparent to the end user. 

In most neighborhoods, these services are delivered over 
a two-fiber, 100 Mbps symmetric point-to-point network 

with passive products and electronics provided by AFL 
Telecommunications. The point-to-point (PTP) architecture 
is used because it delivers today’s services very cost- 
competitively with high levels of flexibility and bandwidth. 
Where a typical PON network may struggle to provide the 
bandwidth needed to support the number of standard and 
high definition streams of video needed for multiple TVs 
in each household, a PTP network can handle with ease 
these bandwidth requirements plus the added load from 
VoIP digital phone, web surfing, and downloading. “The 
AFL offering is a solution, instead of a set of products. After 
experience with a number of different suppliers, we’ve 
found that AFL best understands the myriad challenges of 
greenfield FTTH networks. From content acquisition and 
network design to on-site field training, AFL’s support has 
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On a Roll - Greenfield FTTH in Middle Tennessee
Crystal Clear Technologies

Williamson County, TN has plenty to be proud of, in addition 
to being a neighbor of Nashville, it is ranked among the 
“Top 100” fastest growing counties in the country and the 
15th wealthiest on a per capita basis. Growth and money, 
two primary ingredients for economic development and 
innovation, are something that Williamson County offers in 
abundance.

One of those innovators is Crystal Clear Technologies (CCT), 
a FTTH system operator based in Franklin, TN. Established 
in 2005, Crystal Clear Technologies is a joint venture of 
Carbine Development, a leading middle Tennessee residential 
developer, and Jamie Spurlock, an area technology 
entrepreneur. CCT was created to deliver the area’s first FTTH 
service within a local Carbine Development community, but 
has since expanded to several other communities. 

“Crystal Clear combines the resources and market 
position of a professional real estate developer 
with the expertise needed to create and manage 
a technology-based company. This combination 
provides us the unique perspective to understand 
FTTH from both sides of the network. While 
the company was initially formed to solve the 
technology needs of Tollgate, our vision has since 
expanded to include other Carbine properties 
and partnerships with other developers,” states 
Spurlock.

Tollgate Village 
Crystal Clear’s first project was Tollgate Village 
(www.tollgatevillagetn.com), a TND (Traditional 
Neighborhood Development) project that creates a work/live/
play environment; Tollgate Village combines approximately 

700 homes, including a variety of single-family homes, 
condominiums and townhomes, with over 70 acres of retail 
property. 

Tollgate Village is located in an area of middle Tennessee 

that has a rich Southern heritage, part of which has provided 
the community with its name. The community is located on 
the site of one of the original tollgates on the Franklin and 
Spring Hill turnpike. These tollgates were similar to today’s 
tollbooths, but for horse and buggy. As an early step toward 
removing barriers to economic development, the Williamson 
County Government removed the tollgates in 1924 to 
accelerate trade and travel. 

Fast forward to the 21st century and CCT has continued to 
“remove barriers”, this time for telecommunications versus 
transportation. By building the area’s first FTTH network, CCT 
has delivered the future to Tollgate Village. 

CCT and Carbine Development’s FTTH leadership at Tollgate 

Village has earned it numerous types of recognition from 
several articles in local and national publications, to a 
Broadband Properties Cornerstone Award in 2006 that 
recognized it as the “Most Visionary Traditional Neighborhood 
Development with FTTH.”

Carbine Development created a vision for FTTH based on 
what it would bring the community. “We were looking at 
offering FTTH as a differentiating factor…we treat community 
technology as another amenity, similar to the pool and 
community center – it increases the value of the houses and 
sets us apart from the competition,” says James Carbine, 
President, Carbine Development. 

Based on feedback from Tollgate residents, this vision 
has been rewarded with acknowledgement that FTTH 
and a “technology amenity” has led to more than one 
home purchase decision. The bottom line is that the FTTH 
experience at Tollgate Village has been positive enough to 
convince Carbine and CCT to install FTTH wherever possible 
within other residential projects. 
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General’s Retreat - FTTH meets the 18th century
A great example of CCT’s commitment to FTTH can be found 
at General’s Retreat (http://www.retreatatfranklin.com), a 
51-unit upscale condominium retreat nestled in historic 
Franklin, TN. With history dating back to 1799, Franklin boasts 
a wonderfully restored downtown district that has helped earn 
it recognition as a “Top 10” tourist destination by TripAdvisor. 

These factors are significant assets for the community, 
but they present a couple of challenges for Crystal Clear – 
integrating technology into a historic district and supporting 
FTTH for a project size of only 51 units. Most FTTH business 
cost models would require a property of 200 or more units 
to justify the cost and effort required to support triple-play 
FTTH. However, Crystal Clear is not a typical operator – they 
were able to be creative and leverage existing systems to 
support most of the services for General’s Retreat. From an 
electronics and infrastructure standpoint, CCT relied on AFL 
Telecommunications to assist with providing cost-effective 
solutions. AFL recommended a DIRECTV® video solution 
utilizing the MFH1 RF Video architecture, which provided 
an elegant and cost-effective solution. This was the single 
largest factor that maintained the “per door” cost within 
budget requirements. “General’s Retreat presented our team 
with a unique challenge – a small community that demanded 
a full-service FTTH amenity. Fortunately, our team and vendor 
partners came up with a great solution through a combination 
of leveraging our existing voice and data infrastructure, 
DIRECTV’s MFH1, and a cost-effective fiber network,” stated 
Spurlock.

General’s Retreat consists of 17 buildings, each of which 
has three living units. AFL and CCT designed a network that 
delivers 100 Mbps symmetric bandwidth to each building 
along with 100% of DIRECTV’s content package.  

Bridgemore Village
CCT’s most recent project is Bridgemore Village
(www.bridgemorevillage.com), a 500-home master planned 
community that, in addition to the FTTH amenity, boasts over 
250 acres of green space, including community parks and 
extensive walking trails. 

Always ready to embrace advances in technology, CCT has 
worked with AFL Telecommunications to design Bridgemore 
as an IPTV deployment utilizing DIRECTV’s new MFH-3 
platform. Delivering IPTV has presented significant benefits 
to CCT – most notable is the approximate 30% reduction 
in cost-per-home. While enjoying a significant “per door” 
cost reduction, CCT’s FTTH network offers a 100 Mbps 
symmetric bandwidth path (upgradeable on a per home 
basis) and equipment scalability that matches the growth 
rate of a greenfield community. In addition to the physical 
network advantages, a “100% IP” network for voice/video/
data/security services offers numerous “back office” benefits 
that streamline customer provisioning, network operations, 
customer support, and back office support. 

Phase 1 of Bridgemore Village currently has over 45 homes 
under construction, with the first residents expected in August 
2007.

The Crystal Clear Advantage
In addition to selecting the best industry partners to assist 
with FTTH technology, CCT and Carbine Development have 
taken special effort to present the advantages offered by 
FTTH as a valuable and accessible amenity to the community 
homeowners. 

CCT has made it a point to have on-site technicians that are 
highly visible to the homeowner – even going the extra mile 
and assisting with “front door” service calls that include 
turning-up of services, fielding technology questions and 
seeking out other opportunities to delivery a high level of 
customer service. “A key part our business strategy is what 
we call Red Carpet service – basically our team works 
with the customer from ‘model home to move-in’ to help 
them understand and utilize the benefits of living within a 
connected community. We have found the little things add 
up, like having their services operational prior to move-in and 
having a community-based technician available. In addition to 
what happens outside the home, Crystal Clear can also assist 
clients with every aspect of home technology, from design to 
implementation,” adds Spurlock.

On a Roll - Greenfield FTTH in Middle TN (continued)
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IMCC Industry Viewpoint
Bill Burhop - Executive Director, IMCC

Private Cable Operators (PCOs) serve residents in multiple 
dwelling unit communities (MDUs) or home owner 
associations (HOAs). Change is part of life, and the need 
for rapid adaptation is essential if PCOs are to succeed by 
assuring that residents are pleased with the PCO, the MDU 
owner or the HOA.

PCOs have been in business for many years because they 
have repeatedly demonstrated the creativity and tenacity 
required to change and grow. For instance, PCOs traditionally 
only offered analog video. Then came digital video, high-
speed internet connectivity, and in many situations, telephony. 
These small companies have moved into the world of the 
triple-play, and in many cases the quadruple-play. Also, PCOs 
formerly only used coaxial cable as the distribution plant. That 
is changing also.

Now, due to the education and product support from 
companies such as AFL Telecommunications, PCOs 
understand how fi ber can facilitate signifi cant expansions in 
the products they offer and allow for future improvements 
in the means of delivering those products to MDU residents. 
PCOs have learned much and know that where fi ber makes 
architectural and fi nancial sense it is widely being used, 
particularly in new, or greenfi eld, projects. It has made 
competing with the large cable companies, and now the 
telephone companies, more feasible. That is pleasing for 
PCOs, MDU owners and HOAs because it helps maintain a 
positive relationship with residents, which leads to higher 
occupancy rates and higher rental rates. Consequently, more 
revenue is generated for the MDU companies, the sine qua 
non for their business models. In addition, to the extent that a 
PCO is utilizing fi ber, that makes the delivery of PCO products 
more advantageous for today and into the future. That helps 
the PCO gain and maintain MDU contracts and keeps the 
larger providers at bay.

IMCC in Action - Exclusive Access Contracts
A major issue presently being debated at the Federal 
Communications Commission is whether PCOs and MDUs 
will be allowed to execute Exclusive Service/Access contracts 
in the future. An FCC rule making could well preclude such 
contracts. IMCC is vigorously fi ghting to maintain this right, 
believing that such exclusivity is essential if PCOs are to 
gain the fi nancing necessary to build out the equipment 
in buildings and to generate a rate of return suffi cient that 
lenders will make more capital available for additional 
buildouts in more MDU communities. 

It could well be argued that if a PCO has installed a fi ber-
based system, the PCO has acquired an asset that will 
help maintain its competitive edge long into the future. 
That is, the PCO will now have a pipe to deliver more 
products with greater reliability so that residents, and 
therefore MDU owners/HOAs, are pleased with the PCO’s 
telecommunication products and services. Then residents 
will continue to be rent-paying tenants. If so, PCOs and 
MDUs will be better able to fend off the much larger and 
better-fi nanced cable or telephone companies. That is 
essential for small operators if they are to compete and 
prosper.

In the past, PCOs have faced many challenges and have 
been able to adapt utilizing whatever technology is prudent 
and generates a profi t. Today, providing adequate and 
expandable broadband capacity is recognized to be a major 
change in the marketplace and something PCOs must do if 
they are to succeed. Fiber deployment assists in adapting to 
that change, and that facilitates growth and longevity. PCOs 
are an important form of competition, and that competition is 
enhanced through the use of fi ber based systems.

The mission of the Independent Multi-Family Communications 
Council is to bring together broadband service providers, 
technology suppliers and multi-family dwelling unit owners 
to pursue mutually productive goals that benefi t residents. 
Membership is open to system operators and companies 
within the telecommunications industry.

Contact IMCC online at imcc-online.org or 202-364-0882.

Video and data services are bundled into the homeowner’s 
dues, saving the hassle of separate billing. Voice service is 
optional and includes a variety of packages. In addition to the 
FTTH network, CCT has plans to offer WiFi service in various 
common areas throughout the community.

From creation of a new business venture to providing FTTH 
services in multiple communities, Crystal Clear Technologies 
has delivered on its vision, continuing the rich heritage of 
success and innovation in middle Tennessee. 

On a Roll - Greenfi eld FTTH in Middle TN (continued)
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DIRECTV® MFH3™ Platform
Bob Reiter - Product Manager, Thomson Satellite Premises Systems and
Richard Tatem - Director, Engineering Product Development, DIRECTV

design enabling a variety of architectural and wiring 
technologies while simplifying operator installation and 
system management. In doing so, the system is positioned 
and targeted for use in high-rise and garden-style properties 
as well as private master planned communities. MFH3 is 
also extendable to capture new market potential within the 
hospitality, student housing, and telco partnering sectors. 
Operator simplification is achieved as MFH3 minimizes the 
need to post-wire or overbuild the property, decreasing 
network installation costs relative to existing solutions. 
Individual dwelling installation is also simplified by utilizing 
a network proxy modem, eliminating the need for a set-top 
box modem connection to the PSTN. Deploying MFH3 not only 
simplifies overall network installation, but it also simplifies 
network management by supporting remote management 
tools, including software upgrades, and providing extensive 
diagnostic capabilities.

MFH3 System
The MFH3 system uses the new “i” series DIRECTV receivers 
and enhanced software features to enable support for video 
services delivered using IP technology. At the center of the 
platform is the MFH3 Gateway technology, which converts 
DIRECTV signals into industry-standard IP video packets, 

for delivery to MFH3-enabled 
DIRECTV Receivers. The 
Gateway deploys a feature set 
that enables efficient and near 
error-free delivery of DIRECTV 
programming, with the flexibility 
to easily upgrade services as 
new features are deployed. 
With support for both coaxial 
and Cat 3/5 cabling the system 
is compatible with a wide 
variety of existing buildings 
and is in line with current new 
construction practices. 

MFH3 makes extensive use of 
industry-standard equipment for 
the system’s signal distribution 

components such as commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) routers, 
switches, DSLAM/CPE systems, and remote management 
gear. The appropriate signal distribution system is determined 
based on the number of subscribers, existing infrastructure, 
and other factors that impact the overall system solution.

Other features of MFH3 include:

scalability to support planned new Ka-band services
including HD programming

operators to support double and triple-play bundles

A simple and cost-effective solution for MDU and commercial 
operators offering triple-play services over a single platform.

MFH3 Introduction
 At the heart of IPTV’s benefits is the use of IP technology to 
offer multiple services via a single platform. DIRECTV has 
harnessed this power with the introduction of MFH3 (Multi-
Family Housing version 3). Not to be confused with traditional 
IPTV, which uses public or private metropolitan area networks 
to deliver video services, the DIRECTV MFH3 system uses IP 
technology as a simple distribution platform to deliver satellite 
television and other services from a private “on-property” 
headend facility to each customer dwelling.

MFH3 is DIRECTV’s first satellite TV distribution system to 
multiple dwelling units (MDU) to utilize IP for the delivery of 
TV services. MFH3 supports all DIRECTV services, including 
the new Ka-band services, ensuring an outstanding user 
experience for today’s MDU customer.

DIRECTV MFH3 is designed to solve satellite distribution 
challenges in dense living spaces such as apartment 
complexes and private master planned communities. It 
enables the delivery of all DIRECTV satellite TV programming 
and services, using, in many 
cases, existing in-building 
wiring such as Cat 5 or Cat 3 
data cables and coaxial cable. 
Because it is an IP distribution 
platform, service providers 
that have won the rights 
to deliver communications 
services to MDUs or private 
planned communities can 
easily integrate MFH3 with 
their existing voice and internet 
services and deliver triple-
play services over a single 
infrastructure.

MFH3 Overview
Satellite distribution to MDUs 
has often been problematic in the past because of technical 
issues regarding efficient signal delivery of multiple orbital 
slots, leveraging existing in-building wiring infrastructure or 
rules around placement of dishes on the exterior of buildings. 
MFH3 not only circumvents these issues providing MDU 
customers with an outstanding user experience, but also 
reduces the capital expenditure required by service providers 
or real estate developers looking to provide DIRECTV services 
to residents.

The main objective of MFH3 is to provide a scalable MDU 
solution in a cost-competitive manner that has an extensible 

“The MFH3™ system has been a very 
versatile and reliable technical platform 
for the deployment of DIRECTV services 
to the multi-family market.  We expect 
to use this technology in many of our 
future deployments of video, data and 
voice services in the future,” said Patrick 
Cunningham, Vice President of Sales and 
Marketing for MDU Communications.
MDU Communications collaborated with DIRECTV 
and Thomson to launch the first commercial  
deployment of MFH3TM at Post Carlyle Square in 
Carlyle Alexandria, VA.
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SNMP management tools, including software upgrades

including fiber-to-Cat 5 and fiber-to-Coax

encoded video source such as property cameras and low
cost character generation systems (feature available in a
future release)

MFH3™ Platform Services
DIRECTV® MFH3 properties have the added benefit of being 
able to remotely monitor the performance of the MFH3 
network. Thomson, through its Technicolor Network Services 
business unit, offers MDU and commercial operators a 
bundled services package to fully support the MFH3 Platform. 
This package allows property owners and system operators 
to proactively address network issues. All network-managed 
devices that reside at a property including Gateways, Level 
2, and Level 3 Ethernet switches are continuously monitored 
over a secure VPN connection. As an added benefit, you have 
the ability to view the current state of all MFH3 systems 
deployed at your properties from anywhere via the internet. 
If necessary, a Level 2 help desk session can be initiated, 
providing direct access by the operator to live technical 
support. As well, detailed network management reports will 
be prepared for review by the operator providing valuable 
network performance data.

Other MFH3 Platform services include:

configurations, documentation, and equipment
inventory data

and software patches

an operator-specific spares pool with overnight shipment of
spares and Repair & Replace service

technician dispatch according to an individualized Service
Level Agreement or on a Time and Materials basis

version release upgrades

The DIRECTV MFH3 satellite distribution system is a MDU 
solution that operators cannot afford to do without. With 
seamless integration to existing systems, reductions in 
capital and operating expenditures and additional revenue 
opportunities by providing coveted triple-play services to 
customers, operators need not wait for another system or 
look any further – MFH3 is here.

9
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Video Network Monitoring - Redefined
Greg Nicholaides - Director, Strategic Accounts, Technicolor Network Services

valuable network performance data.

Secure connectivity between the NOC and the property is 
accomplished using a VPN connection and the individual 
IP-addressing characteristics at each property are considered 
when configuring the VPN connection.

The NMS is designed according to industry best practices 
and approaches encompassed by the Open Systems 
Interconnectivity (OSI) model for network management, which 
is sometimes referred to as the FCAPS model and include five 
facets of network management:

The MFH3 Gateways have the ability to 
generate “traps” due to several events 
that might indicate a system failure. 
Each trap event has been assigned a 
priority and a specific action procedure 
to follow when it occurs. 

In addition to the remote Fault and 
Configuration management capabilities 
of the NMS, the Accounting and 
Performance management aspects of 
the system provide for the collection of 

large amounts of data used to create customized reports. The 
potential benefit of these reports is significant given their use 
in performing proactive remediation such as the correction of 
satellite signal degradation before service is interrupted.

The advent of Next-Generation IP-based network 
infrastructures configured for the delivery of video as well as 
data and voice allows the service provider to take advantage 
of the power and flexibility of industry-standard IP-network 
management and monitoring. The benefits in terms of reduced 
Total Cost of Ownership and improved network performance 
are a “win-win” for service providers and the customers that 
they serve.

In the context of communications technology, “convergence” 
refers to the merging of previously disparate delivery systems 
into a common infrastructure. Leveraging the internet to 
provide multimedia services including text, voice and video is a 
well-understood example of convergence. There is another less 
understood meaning however, as it relates to the management 
of communications technology infrastructure.

The convergence of processes, specifically Operation Support 
Systems (OSS) processes, represents a significant opportunity 
for service providers. With the ongoing trend toward IP-based 
communications transport, industry-standard enterprise-
class OSS processes come into play. The same time-proven 
approaches to network performance management and quality 
assurance used by large corporate enterprises to ensure peak 
performance of their mission-critical data networks can now 
be applied to service providers’ multimedia communications 
networks, large or small.

In order to take full advantage 
of the convergence of OSS 
processes with regard to the 
deployment of the new DIRECTV® 
MFH3™ System platform, 
Technicolor Network Services, 
a business unit of Thomson, 
has developed a Network 
Management System (NMS) 
that facilitates 24x7 network 
monitoring and remediation 
support.

From its state-of-the-art Network Operations Center, 
Technicolor Network Services monitors the status of each 
deployed MFH3 Local Area Network. All network-managed 
devices that reside at a property, including Gateways, Layer 
2, and Layer 3 Ethernet switches, are continuously monitored 
over a secure VPN connection. If trouble occurs, alarms alert 
technicians who quickly investigate. In addition, the system 
operator has the ability to view the current state of all MFH3 
systems deployed at their properties from anywhere via 
the internet. If necessary, a Level 2 help desk session can 
be initiated, providing direct access by the operator to live 
technical support. As well, detailed network management 
reports can be prepared for review by the operator providing 
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Liberty Harbor - Full Service Resort Living...Plus FTTH!
DSI Technologies

based home and community technology will be a key 
part of defining community value and exceeding resident 
expectations. 

To better understand the application of FTTH to such 
a high profile project, we sat down with John Large, 
Project Coordinator, and Lonnie Teitel, Director of Sales & 
Operations, to discuss DSI’s involvement with Liberty Harbor 
and how FTTH will complement the resort complex.

Tell us more about DSI and the path you followed to 
become a FTTH system operator. 

DSI was created not only with the needs of developers in 
mind but also the needs of their consumers. We sell and 
service over 700 customers a month, delivering video on 
the consumer and commercial end. We have over 13,000 
customers nationwide and for one of our vendors, rank in 
the Top 20 out of over 5,500.Through conversations with 
developers, we are required to install FTTH…and we are 
happy they have this requirement! Developers want what’s 
best for their properties and for their residents. FTTH offers 
developers the chance to know the decision they make 
today will be good for the future. FTTH properties offer 
greater resale value for the resident and infrastructure 
savings for future technologies. Once the technology 

DSI Technologies is a full-service FTTH system operator 
implementing service at Liberty Harbor
(www.mylibertyharbor.com), a $1.5 billion dollar project 
underway at the gateway to the Golden Isles, near 
Brunswick, Georgia.   

Liberty Harbor is designed to be a world-class resort that will 
rise above neighboring communities. This is an ambitious 
goal, considering that the neighborhood includes places like 
St. Simons, Little St. Simons, Sea Island and Jekyll Island – 
some of the most desirable real estate on the East Coast and 
the playground of the rich and famous, including the 2004 
G8 Summit. 

So what is the formula that WW Group Holding, Inc. and 
Liberty Harbor Development, LLC are using to set this 
resort community apart?

It’s called the “Liberty Harbor Lifestyle” – which means 
the list of amenities is almost as wide and deep as the 
intercoastal waterway that borders the property and that 
will soon be home to a 350-slip marina! In addition to the 
marina, the amenity list includes a spa, fitness center, 
boardwalk, infinity-edge swimming pool, tennis courts, 
beach clubs, and a yacht club. Beyond the resort-style 
attractions, Liberty Harbor also recognizes that FTTH-
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Greenfield MFH-3 FTTH - Liberty Harbor/DSI (continued)

here or vacationing here. The experience they take away is 
something we want them to talk about.

Having a community based technician available 24/7 
along with certified trained staff to install the audio/video 
choices to their specifications is essential. A tenant can 
make a phone call, go to the key pad on the wall or even 
to the internet and ask for service at their location. Prior to 
showing up at their home, the residents of Liberty Harbor 
can let the staff know when they will arrive. The food, along 
with the linens, will be delivered and clean. 

Project Details
Website: www.mylibertyharbor.com
Number of Homes Offered in the Community:
Approximately 1,600 condos and 250 homesites
Price Range: Condos from $420,000 to $2 million,
Homesites from $305,000 to $575,000
Shopping: Onsite retail shops and restaurants;
the shops of Brunswick
First resident: Fall, 2007

Project Team
DSI Technologies
www.DSIfiber.com

AFL Telecommunications
www.afltele.com

backbone is in place for the house, the house can become 
the home for the family. Everyone can surf the web with 
ease, download songs and check emails…at the same time 
with no issues.

Our partnerships with companies such as DIRECTV® 
allow us to stay on the cutting edge for our developers and 
consumers alike. DIRECTV will be offering the technology 
and services to deliver over 100 HD channels and the pipe to 
accomplish this will be FTTH. Along with our developers and 
partners, DSI is poised for the future.

What are the unique aspects of a project like Liberty 
Harbor?
Liberty Harbor wants the best of the best. When expectations 
are set high or demanded, you’re not able to deliver a 
product that you will have to change out in 5 or 10 years. 
Build it today to last a lifetime. Our goal, which is aligned 
with the vision of Liberty Harbor, is to create an experience 
that can’t be found anywhere else. 

Liberty Harbor’s FTTH network is a scalable, future-proof 
solution provided by AFL Telecommunications. Technical 
characteristics include a self-healing ring architecture and 
100 Mbps bandwith to each living unit. The solution is cost-
effective and allows us to coordinate network expansion to 
the residential build-out schedule.

DSI offers “white glove” service. Tell us more about the 
benefits to the homeowner.
The good thing is that Liberty Harbor is not just a vacation 
destination. You will see full time residents year round. 
We want residents to be pampered while they are living 
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IPTV Solutions for Master Planned Communities

888-298-0093
540-298-0093

www.SkyCableUSA.com

Business Modeling
Network Design
Triple Play Solutions
RF Video Integration
Content Provisioning
100Mbps+ to the Home

End to End Solutions

Exclusive provider of DIRECTV® content to YRT2,
Crystal Clear Technologies and Zial Networks”

Contact us today to see how we can help
enable your property.



DIRECTV® MFH1™ & MFH2™: Solutions in a Fiber World
Richard Tatem - Director - Engineering Product Development, DIRECTV

satellites is first “band stacked” to allow for efficient 
delivery over the FTTH network, then it is “unstacked” 
by a subscriber device for delivery to the set-top box and 
television. 

There are many advantages to this system – namely, 
providing the entire DIRECTV channel lineup to multiple 
dwellings at a low start-up cost. As additional programming 
services are added, these changes are essentially 
transparent to the system operator, with no additional action 
or expense required by the operator to pass along to their 

subscribers. The system is 
compatible with off-air VHF 
and UHF frequency bands to 
support additional channels that 
a service provider may wish 
to add to the system. It fully 
supports two-way high-speed 
internet services. Finally, the 
majority of the operator’s capital 
spending occurs only when 
paying customers sign on to the 
system. 

This application of MFH1 and 
any DIRECTV satellite solution 
is limited to installations that do 
not cross public rights of way. 

MFH1 supports programming 
delivered via DIRECTV Ku-band 
satellites and is easily upgraded 
to MFH2 to allow residents to 
receive programming from the 
new Ka-Band satellites at 99º 
and 103º.

MFH2
DIRECTV’s MFH2 system is both a stand alone solution for 
offering the full suite of DIRECTV programming from all 
available satellites, as well as an upgrade solution for adding 
Ka-band satellite programming to existing MFH1 properties. 
Using this method, system operators can incrementally 
upgrade a property to MFH2 on a customer-by-customer 
basis. Said another way, MFH2 is an upgrade to the MFH1 
system, not a replacement. 

Just like the MFH1 solution, MFH2 simultaneously supports 
DIRECTV L-band, CMTS/cable modem service and VHF/UHF 
services via a single coax wire to each wall plate within the 
customer dwelling with the additional benefit of supporting 

One of the biggest challenges to a Fiber-to-the-Home (FTTH) 
operator is obtaining and delivering video services that 
people want to buy. DIRECTV has gained a name with FTTH 
providers by providing high quality, industry leading video 
services including unparalleled HD services, at a system 
price point that supports the gradual ramp-up of new master 
planned developments and MDU properties.

Today, DIRECTV is the #1 satellite provider in the US and 
offers over 250 channels of industry leading content. 
This includes standard and high definition programming, 
as well as local channels 
serving nearly 95% of all 
US households, PPV movies, 
exclusive sports packages, 
special event packages, a full 
suite of international channels, 
and XM satellite radio. Soon, 
there will be additional 
capacity to deliver even more 
programming, thanks to 
the addition of several new 
satellites. This will enable 
DIRECTV to offer significantly 
more HD programming – up to 
100 high-definition channels 
by the end of this year, 
making 2007 the year of High 
Definition. 

Offering a competitive set 
of services via traditional 
video distribution systems is 
challenging and complex. In 
many cases, operators use 
advanced multiplexing and 
modulation techniques to accomplish this. However, the use 
of these techniques significantly adds cost to the system 
headend, and requires the FTTH operator to continuously 
upgrade and adjust the system to keep up with rapidly 
changing channel lineups. 

DIRECTV has developed several innovative network 
architectures to deliver this content to private master 
planned developments and MDU communities, while 
minimizing the initial cost to the system operator. They are 
appropriately named MFH1 (Multi-Family Housing) and 
MFH2. 

MFH1
MFH1 employs a system where content from various 
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MFH1 & MFH2 (continued)

DIRECTV’s new Ka satellites. MFH2 operates by “selecting” a 
specific transponder that the set-top box has requested and 
delivers it via the DIRECTV Single Wire Multi-switch (SWM) 
module. 

A significant benefit of this architecture is that only one 
coaxial cable is required to be connected to the set-top 
box, regardless of the number of satellite tuners in the 
box.  A second benefit is that since a smaller amount of 
information is provided to the set-top box, a customer 
device is not required to accompany each set-top box. 
An additional benefit is that this system ensures that the 
same programming and user experience enjoyed by today’s 
single-family home customer is also available for today’s 
MDU and private master planned community customer. 

So, how are these products applied to a fiber-based 
architecture?
There are several different scenarios that can be addressed, 
including new private single-family Fiber-to-the-Home 
(FTTH) construction, new MDU construction, and retrofitting 
existing MDU construction. 

MFH1™ is a very efficient architecture for smaller single-
family home developments entertaining Fiber-to-the-Home. 
An operator can be up and running with video services to 
several subscribers for a relatively modest price. A customer 
device port is required for each set-top box (a two port 
customer device is required for each DVR-enabled box), so 
the larger the customer base or quantity of receivers, the 
higher the capital investment. However, the overall cost to 
deploy a larger MFH1 enabled neighborhood is still lower 
than other, non-DIRECTV methods given the range of content 
and services delivered over the system.  

MFH2™, however, is an excellent choice for either new 

or existing MDU construction or retrofitting existing MDU 
construction properties, both high-rise and garden-style. 
Both MFH1 and MFH2 can be deployed over either coax 
or fiber-based networks. Fiber-based networks enable 
deployment of these services over a geographic area that 
was previously unservable with advanced services over 
coax networks alone, and fiber has the additional benefit 
of eliminating surge suppression requirements at the entry 
points to each building. When deploying with a fiber-based 
network, the MFH1 and MFH2 equipment is joined with 
AverLux-brand fiber transmission and receiving equipment 
from Foxcom to form a complete system. In all cases, the 
fiber used is standard single-mode fiber. Both MFH1 and 
MFH2 can be deployed in conjunction with a cable modem 
for internet service, and a fiber-based MFH1 network can be 
married with a separate fiber for voice and data service to 
provide a robust triple- or quadruple-play (voice, video, data, 
security) option. 

Regardless of the property type or distribution backbone, the 
MFH1 and MFH2 solutions have been designed to provide 
the system operator with a flexible solution to deliver the full 
DIRECTV set of services to your customers. 
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The Intelligent Building – Vegas Style!
C3 Services

the network, billing and other back-office operations. 

In order to meet the comprehensive requirements of the Allure, 
C3 joined forces with several companies to lend their expertise 
to the project. Partners included AFL Telecommunications who 
provided the network design, fiber optic infrastructure and triple-

play electronics. For overall project implementation 
and ongoing network management responsibilities, 
C3 turned to Network Advisor – a Dallas-based 
technology consulting firm. “Network Advisor 
is proud to be part of this exciting project. Our 
goal is to ensure that the finished product is 
packaged to represent the exacting standards of 
luxury properties like the Allure. Bringing all of 
these components together requires that we have 
a thorough understanding of each component 
involved in a managed, multi-service, intelligent 
building,” stated Bill Radtke, President, Network 
Advisor. 

Voice and data services are hosted by Excella 
Communications, a leading VoIP and ISP hosting 
service in the Las Vegas market. In addition to 
voice and data services, residents will enjoy over 
250 channels of video services provided via an 
on-site headend. “Our strategic partners play a 
very important role in our success,” Mitchell added.

The Allure network is designed around a vertical 
fiber optic backbone that connects the primary 
communications room (MDF) to 13 distribution 
points on the buildings’ riser network. Each of 
these distribution points supports connectivity to 
several floors of individual condominiums. The net 
result is a cost-effective, highly capable network. 

In addition to a full CATV frequency RF video network, the Allure’s 
IP network is capable of providing each condominium with up 
to 100 Mbps of symmetric bandwidth with an upgrade path to 1 
Gbps. Building a future-proof network was a baseline objective for 
C3 and provides the flexibility to customize the service offering 
to meet virtually any bandwidth requirement and deliver a unique 
experience to Allure residents. 

In addition to the bandwidth capability, the “Fiber-to-the-
Floor” architecture centralizes C3’s core network devices 
to communication rooms versus individual living units. This 
approach dramatically reduced the operation and maintenance 
concerns for C3 and shaved close to two-thirds off the “cost per 
door” when compared to alternative solutions. 

Las Vegas, no stranger to the spectacular, is now home to the 
latest “intelligent building,”Allure Las Vegas
(www.AllureLasVegas.com), an architecturally stunning 41-story 
condominium tower. Allure features 428 luxury residences and is 
the latest project launched by the Fifield Companies, one of the 
nation’s premiere developers of luxury high-rise condominiums, 
rental apartments and urban office towers. 

Starting with the ground-breaking 
ceremonies in August 2005, a prime 
objective for the Allure has been to create 
a unique atmosphere of personal luxury 
with exceptional amenities – examples 
include offering 15 distinct floor plans and 
on-site Five Star Concierge service. With 
over 50 projects to its credit, the Fifield 
team immediately understood the vital role 
that technology would play in fulfilling this 
vision. “We firmly believe that offering our 
residents the latest technology in voice, 
internet and video at market-competitive 
prices is a significant part of our sales 
and marketing success,” stated Rick 
Cavenaugh, President, Fifield Residential.

The Fifield team quickly discovered their 
technology objectives for Allure were 
beyond the capabilities of traditional 
service providers. They were seeking a 
partner that could offer an end-to-end 
infrastructure solution, custom in-home 
audiovisual, technology and unique voice/
video/data services that would set Allure 
apart from other Vegas properties. Fifield 
found its solution in C3 Services, a Dallas-
based private cable operator and residential technology integrator. 
“C3 put together an excellent package of services and low 
voltage design. By using local contractors, the construction work 
was completed on schedule,” said Alan Schachtman, SVP, Fifield 
Residential.

C3’s management team has decades of experience as a private 
cable operator and home technology integrator. “We were 
selected for this project because of our extensive background in 
providing voice, internet and video services to MDU developers,” 
stated John Mitchell, President, C3.

C3’s scope of work for Allure can be divided into two categories, 
infrastructure and services. Infrastructure requirements cover 
virtually the entire low voltage network, including communication 
rooms, riser cabling, building access control, digital surveillance 
and in-home technology. On the services side, C3 is the primary 
service provider to the building, providing a dedicated fiber link to 
the building and a comprehensive voice/video/data package for all 
residential customers and common areas. Business class services 
are also offered for the Allure Business Center and retail tenants. 
C3 is also responsible for customer provisioning, management of 

Project Team:

Project Facts
41 stories, 428 living units

Construction started - August 2005
First resident – fall of 2007

Business center, Retail center
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Greenfield FTTH - From A to Z
Zial Networks

point electronics architecture, DIRECTV® for video service, a 
hosted IP voice service for the voice, and bandwidth from a 
regional provider. 

“After careful study of the demands of the network for 
today and tomorrow, we found that the only conclusion that 
really makes sense for us is a point-to-point, 100 megabit 
per second architecture. It’s inexpensive relative to PON 
options, and there’s no question that we need the bandwidth 
today. What I really like, also, is the additional flexibility 
we get by being able to mix and match the components 
of the network, as the network demands change, instead 
of being committed to a single vendor’s non-interoperable 
architecture.” 

Regarding the choice of DIRECTV, Orcutt stated, “There are 
so many reasons to choose DIRECTV. First, the initial capital 
to deploy is much less than with a traditional network. 
Immediately, you never need to worry about competitive 
content again. As CTO, I really like that they have a choice of 
RF and IP architectures. We use the RF architectures in MDU 
situations and developments with a relatively small number 
of subscribers, and the IP architecture makes great sense 
for larger master planned communities.” 

Zial’s internet service is unique. Using a bandwidth manager 
and traffic shaper from Procera Networks, Zial is able to 
control the internet experience in ways to enable them to 
significantly differentiate the service offering versus more 
traditional offerings. 

Zial’s president, Chris Adams, added, “When we first saw 
the Procera PacketLogic live demo, it was like a light bulb 
went on – we could immediately see the application in the 
network. When we first turned it on in our own network, we 
used it to identify and deal with a bandwidth abuser within 
the first 24 hours. It enables us to offer customized services 
like the “Gamer’s Package,” the “Commuter Package,” and 
the “Downloader’s Package” – packages that really highlight 
that the fiber-based system is not just a different delivery 
mechanism but enables a completely different experience.”

As Zial moves ahead deploying networks, it’s clear that they 
have found a formula that will please customers for years to 
come. 

Boise is better known for being the home of the Boise State 
Broncos than being a hotbed for residential Fiber-to-the-
Home (FTTH ) activity, but a hotbed it has become. The 
company that is behind this activity is Zial Networks. 

Founded and incorporated in 2002, Zial started by 
focusing on IP-based networking and telecommunications 
needs for small to medium-sized businesses, residential 
and commercial developers, and municipalities and 
governmental entities. However, over the past 18 months, 
much of the activity has been focused on assisting 
residential home developers with providing quadruple-
play (voice, data, video, and security) over IP–based fiber 
networks. 

The Northwest is a hotbed for environmental activity, and 
many developers want to provide an experience consistent 
with customers’ emphasis on green features, from 
minimizing environmental impact during development to 
innovative energy management technologies used within 
the homes. A Fiber-to-the-Home architecture dovetails 
nicely in these communities, as FTTH is a great enabler 
for telecommuting. Telecommuting, of course, is one of the 
greenest things anyone can do. 

Zial provides a quadruple-play bundle unsurpassed by 
the local incumbents, with a special focus on providing a 
different and better overall experience with data services 
in comparison to the standard packages typically available 
other, non-fiber architectures. Zial has key personnel with 
significant experience in the telecommunications industry, 
and before moving forward with their FTTH networks, Zial 
examined various FTTH architectures and content packages 
before finally landing on a solution they consider to be 
unbeatable for value and content. 

“When we first began this process, we were somewhat 
amazed at the hype provided in some areas of the 
deployment and the lack of information available in other 
critical areas, such as obtaining video content,” said Bob 
Orcutt, CTO of Zial Networks. “It appeared that much of the 
information was about the passive plant and really didn’t 
help us determine our direction since the passive plant is a 
relatively small component of the typical FTTH residential 
development network. On the other hand, there was no 
information on absolutely critical items, such as how to 
deploy a system without breaking the bank or how to obtain 
video content.”

Zial evaluated various passive and electronics architectures 
and content providers. They ultimately decided on a point-to-
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The Light Stops Here...
But My Lifestyle Doesn’t
Future-proofing the in-home cabling infrastructure
Jeff Green - FTTH Business Development, Leviton

Here’s why. Often when a greenfield community is built with 
FTTH topology, the groups involved don’t fully understand 
the technology or its real value. The service provider, 
integrator, developer, and builder seldom consider the 
importance of future proofing in-home wiring. They build 
the network or home, market it, sell it, and depart; and the 
homeowner, who is the last to learn the value of a quality 
structured cabling infrastructure, is left with a less-than-
optimum system and no where to turn. 

The Value of In-Home Infrastructure
Technology is often seen as a geeky thing or a luxury, not a 
standard requirement. But in truth, today our entire lifestyle 
is engulfed in technology. We can’t get away from it. 
Yet a minimum in-home wiring standard is viewed as a cost-
added item rather than an investment. 

Infrastructure equipment and cable manufacturers, 
standards bodies, the wiring contractors working the 
front lines, and the delivering service provider all know, or 
quickly come to learn, that structured cabling makes home 
technology function. 

When delivery and performance are negatively affected by 
inadequate in-house wiring, someone has to fix it. Since 
they are selling the triple-play product to the homeowner, 
the service provider inherits the responsibility for quality 
delivery, including the jack and jumper at the wall. These 
“little” things – the correct number and location of outlets; 
optimum number and type of cables to an outlet; properly 
sized and organized distribution devices (structured wiring 
enclosures); and planning for future equipment locations and 
applications can add up to a big, costly problem. 

And there are other costs too: poor public relations for the 
service provider; high maintenance and operational costs; 
lost customers; and most importantly, a bad rap for the 
entire FTTH industry and technology as a whole, if the
in-home wiring is not taken seriously.

The real dollar costs of installing in-home wiring, whether 
in an MDU or a multimillion dollar residence, are usually 
less than 1% of the total value of the home. This is a small 
investment compared to the costs of upgrading wiring in a 
home after the homeowner moves in. If you think that 1% is 
expensive, how about paying 5 to 10 times more for a post-
wire application?

So you’re developing a 21st century FTTH program to bring 
fiber optic technology to the side of the home. Whether 
you’re a legacy service provider, municipality, power utility, 
developer, or one of the new start-up FTTH integrators, 
you’re ready to deliver triple- or quadruple-play at a price 
lower than the current competition. And whatever your 
philosophy or strategy for the build, this network will be 
future-proofed and state-of-the-art.

Let’s assume you’ve researched and maybe trialed various 
FTTH equipment, such as PON and Point-to-Point. You’ve 
discussed RF and IPTV. You’ve looked at all the gear 
available for the central office (CO), headend (HE), and 
outside plant (OSP); determined what passive and active 
components will be used in the network; and discussed final 
vendors. You have reviewed all the CATV and CLI rules, and 
perhaps have procured a CLEC license.  

You’ve assessed business models, estimated the real costs 
of labor and materials and analyzed ROI. Finally, (hopefully) 
you have designed the network around a solid set of FTTH 
engineering and construction guidelines. 

So the last mile transformation looks like a complete 
program. But what about the last foot? 

The Last Foot
That’s right. The last foot. What’s the plan for wiring the 
home? You have to plan an infrastructure that supports both 
current and changing technology, but no one really does it. 
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The Light Stops Here - But My Lifestyle Doesn’t (continued)

Second, create a shared Quality & Testing Program. Testing 
must occur consistently to verify each and every house 
operates correctly. Full documentation should remain on 
record in 4 locations: the structured wiring enclosure, the 
contractor’s files, the service provider’s files, plus a set should 
be delivered to the homeowner at closing. The documentation 
should include a set of drawings of the home, the wiring 
standards, and test results for every component and cable. 
The documentation of quality wiring is a valuable tool in 

showing the home has a future-proofed 
infrastructure that will work flawlessly 

with the FTTH network. This in turn 
will determine if a home has more 

value than another and possibly 
make or break a sale.

Third, educate the homeowner, 
builder and developer. 
Develop literature that helps 
the customer understand the 
technology and value of both 
FTTH and in-home wiring 

standards. Build a demo room 
and/or model home wired to the max, 

displaying the advanced technology that 
will be available in the community and showing 

all the features and benefits of the infrastructure. 
Your customer will be ready to buy when he understands 

the real value of what you are offering.

Effective FTTH Package Marketing 
Develop a marketing program that educates the home owner 
about the levels of wiring and technology available to interface 
to the FTTH network being built in the community. One good 
approach is to offer Bronze, Silver, Gold and Custom Package 
options to suit their specific lifestyle needs. 

The Bronze level typifies a standard base package; the Silver 
would support more locations and future expansion; the Gold 
would prepare for future bandwidth demands using Cat 6 and 
additional locations; and a Custom package would provide 
plasma TVs in the master bedroom, family room and den with 
switches to support IP services to all outlets, advanced stereo 
and audio/video equipment, etc. Each customer’s needs vary 
so this would be a highly tailored application.

Each of these packages, either in an MDU or single family 
home, will require a minimum of one 42 inch structured wiring 
enclosure. Two structured wiring enclosures could be required 
to house all cables and equipment. This should be laid out in 
Visio, CAD, or another program to verify 85% loading.

The Complete & Successful Home
Wiring Program
So how do we approach in-home wiring – properly designing, 
installing and supporting the last foot? Start by utilizing 
a group of vendors with real experience, a long history of 
providing quality products and services, and the necessary 
know-how and background in FTTH and Structured Cabling. 
Then, partner together to develop and deliver a combined 
FTTH Technology Program that drives an organized effort and 
provides a quality product now and in the future. First, have a 
thorough and robust set of future-proofed Structured Cabling 

In-Home Wiring Standards suitable for the single family 
home or MDU.  Adhere to them stringently. Make it a formal 
document. The diagrams below for a typical outlet, plasma 
outlet and structured wiring enclosure outline just a few of the 
issues and technology callouts that should be addressed.
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The Light Stops Here - But My Lifestyle Doesn’t (continued)

These packages, along with a solid set of standards and thorough testing and documentation program, ensure a successful 
FTTH Technology Program, one that encompasses the CO/HE, the jack inside the house and everything in between. The result 
is an advanced network, increased home sales, satisfied customers and FTTH service that will be seen as a total success and 
a necessary amenity for the homeowner.

Bronze Structured Cabling Package

Recommended Common Area Requirements:

1 Dual-Gang Surge-Suppressed
Electrical Outlet

side of house to SMC

and (2) one inch conduits with pull strings to
basement or crawl space 

from Optical Network Terminal (ONT) to SMC
(only if ONT is externally housed)

EIA T568A wiring standard

documented

Recommended Wiring Outlet Requirements

RG6-Quad Shield Cables terminated with
F-Connectors and 2 CAT 5e cables terminated
with CAT 5e Connectors)

Cable terminated with F-Connectors and 2 CAT
5e Cables terminated with Cat 5e Connectors )

Outlet (2 CAT 5e cables terminated with CAT
5e Connectors ) on or near bed wall

Silver Structured Cabling Package
Recommended Common Area Requirements:

1 Dual-Gang Surge-Suppressed
Electrical Outlet

side of house to SMC

and (2) one inch conduits with pull strings to
basement or crawl space 

from Optical Network Terminal (ONT) to SMC
(only if ONT is externally housed)

EIA T568A wiring standard

documented

Recommended Wiring Outlet Requirements

RG6-Quad Shield terminated with
F-connectors and (2) CAT 5e cables terminated
with CAT 5e connectors)

Cable terminated with F-Connectors and 2 CAT
5e Cables terminated with CAT 5e Connectors )

1 inch conduit to each meter 

and (1) 16-gauge, 2-conductor and (1) CAT 5e
to dialer location to control panel and (1) CAT
5e for motion detector

wire to volume control locations and 14-gauge
dual conductor speaker wire to stereo speaker
locations in master bedroom, family room
and patio

Gold Structured Cabling Package

Recommended Common Area Requirements:

with 1 Dual-Gang Surge-Suppressed
Electrical Outlet

side of house to SMC

and (2) one inch conduits with pull strings to
basement or crawl space 

Optical Network Terminal (ONT) to SMC (only if
ONT is externally housed)

external application only)

T568A wiring standard

documented

Recommended Infrastructure Wiring Outlet 
Requirements

WAP Outlet

WAP Outlet

heater and washer/dryer)

garage door opener

1 inch conduit to each meter

for Wireless Access Point

each window

cables (controller / camera) 16 gauge wire
with conductors to biometrics reader, each
window, motion detector and smoke detectors 

from multi-room amplifier to volume control
locations and 14-gauge dual conductor
speaker wire to stereo speaker locations in
master bedroom, family room and patio

master bedroom, 14-gauge speaker wire
from home theater center to each 5.1 speaker
location, plus one coax to Sub-woofer location.
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Graduating to World-Class Wireless
Davidson College, NC

BelAir200 and BelAir100 wireless mesh nodes provide 
indoor and outdoor coverage throughout the Davidson 
College campus

Davidson College now has the same state-of-the-art 
broadband wireless technology used by Lincoln Center in 
New York City and in citywide networks in Minneapolis, 
London and Toronto. By comparison, many colleges have 
settled for a standard enterprise Wi-Fi architecture requiring 
access points on each floor to provide indoor coverage, 
and outdoor coverage limited to non-contiguous hotspots. 
These Wi-Fi networks are good enough for e-mail and Web 
browsing but do not provide robust broadband capacity.

To support these requirements for high-quality, high-
bandwidth mobile services both inside and outdoors, 
Davidson College opted for BelAir Networks’ patented 
carrier-grade switched mesh architecture deployed in a 
unique “outside-in” approach by AFL Network Services. 
Students and faculty benefit from the ubiquitous coverage, 
increased capacity and broader range of services enabled on 
the network. College staff will use it to monitor equipment 
and control lighting systems; and security personnel will be 
able to file reports remotely, improving their productivity and 
reducing time spent in the office. 

Davidson College’s decision is both financially and 
technically sound. It has reduced the capital and operational 
costs associated with traditional Wi-Fi access point 
deployments. The entire network required only 31 BelAir 
Network nodes, whereas in traditional enterprise Wi-Fi 
deployments, many more access points would have been 
required. With less equipment required, associated wiring 
and labor costs and the ongoing costs of maintenance are 
reduced. End-to-end network management also enables the 
whole system to be managed, monitored and maintained 
remotely. It’s a future-proof solution that protects Davidson 
College’s network investment by enabling capacity to be 
added anywhere in the network and directed to where 
it’s needed without deploying more nodes. BelAir’s 
modular, multi-radio architecture can also support multiple 
frequencies – including Wi-Fi, WiMAX, and 4.9 GHz Public 
Safety – on the same mesh, providing the college with a 
plug-and-play migration strategy.

What does Davidson College have in common with the 
world’s leading performing arts and financial centers? 
A world-class wireless network. 

Twenty miles north of Charlotte, North Carolina, Davidson 
College is one of the strongest and most selective liberal 
arts colleges in the country. The college has graduated 23 
Rhodes Scholars and offers a student-to-faculty ratio of 10:1 
with an average class size of just 15 students. Ninety-five 
percent of first-year students return for their sophomore 
year. This year, students will return to college to find a high-
performance, high-speed wireless network providing mobile 
broadband access throughout the buildings and grounds of 
this historic 450-acre campus.

The college is already home to state-of-the-art facilities 
for academics, arts, athletics, student life, and campus 
offices and services. With more than 90% of its 1,700 
students living on campus and more than 600 faculty and 
staff, Davidson College needed a wireless network that 
could provide more than just Web browsing and email 
services. They wanted to support campuswide mobility 
and high-quality broadband services. The new wireless 
network, supplied by AFL Network Services, a leading 
telecommunications installation and maintenance company, 
featuring a world-class leading wireless mesh technology 
from BelAir Networks that enables users to enjoy true 
broadband access at 4 Mbps or more, reflects Davidson’s 
commitment to excellence. 

Jeff Bowman, Wireless LAN Manager for Information 
Technology Services (ITS) at Davidson College, explains: 
“We researched our Wi-Fi options extensively and were 
very impressed by BelAir Networks’ ability to provide a 
cost-effective network with the highest performance and 
capacity to support the broad range of video, voice, data and 
internet applications that our students, faculty and staff want 
to access wherever they are on campus. And the team at 
AFL Network Services delivered a real end-to-end solution, 
looking after everything to get the network up and running 
quickly.” 

This is one of several technologies AFL Network Services, 
Inc. offers that centers around converged IP network 
solutions.
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800.235.3423
864.433.8072

www.AFLtele.com/fttx/

Why Fiber to the Home?

With the increasing bandwidth demands of today, 
building a fiber-based network will differentiate your 
community and future-proof your investment.

AFL Telecommunications and Leviton
provide a complete FTTH solution.
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AFL/Leviton Solution
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Leviton and AFL - a perfect match.

800.722.2082 |  425.486.2222
www.leviton.com



THE BEST TVs NEED DIRECTV

DIRECTV will soon have the capacity for 
more than 150 National HD channels†

and offers more sports programming 
in HD than any other cable or satellite 
provider.††

Large or small, high-rise or garden 
style, there is a single dish solution 
available for your property.  DIRECTV’s 
MFH solutions are designed to meet 
the needs of today’s communities and 
technicians.

Delivering content to multi-dwelling homes like no other provider canDelivering content to multi-dwelling homes like no other provider can

†Predictions based on current and projected HD capacity of major cable MSOs and satellite providers as of 8/06.
††Based on national offering of exclusive sports packages and other major sports programming in HD.

Offer your residents DIRECTV® HD
and 100% digital quality television and sound.

Offer your residents DIRECTV® HD
and 100% digital quality television and sound.


